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Quoting poems of Rabindranath Tagore, in his book An Acre of Green Grass, Buddhadeb Bose 
rites about the difficulties of translating poems from engali into English. e rites that 

often a language may give in to be translated hen it is in the prose form but the difficulty 
to do so in poetry form is al ays greater. This is especially so in the case of a language li e 

engali hich is sonorous and has certain ords hich are repeated to convey a sense. 
lso the source language may have certain e pressions that ill have no e uivalence in 

the target language. hile translating poetry the translator also has to eep a een ear for 
sound  the rhyme and rhythm of a poem. o, to ta e up a tas  of translating the poems of 

ahitya ademi ard inning engali poet ubodh ar ar as no mean challenge but 
aydeep arangi successfully too  it up and produced a fine collection of English translation 

of ar ar’s selected poems ritten bet een  and  titled Not in My Name published 
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by uthorspress, Delhi. ut to be true, not all the translated poems in the volume are by 
arangi. lthough he is the principal translator and compiler and editor of the boo , oth-

er translators of the poems in this volume are Fa rul lam, apan hattopdhyay, aro-
lyn ro n, an u ta Dasgupta, shesh . hatter ee, ubho hatter ee, alyan Dasgupta, 

harmila Ray and ubodh ar ar himself, all of hose translations have earlier appeared 
in Route Map 25. The boo  also consists of an essay Poetics of Resistance: Locating ub-
odh ar ar’s Poetry of Po er  by oushi i Dasgupta, and a conversation bet een ubodh 

ar ar and aydeep arangi.
In the fore ord to the volume Professor an u ta Dasgupta rites that ubodh ar ar’s 

poems are pleasantly translator friendly as the minimal use of ethnic literary idioms, meta-
phors and a scholarly vocabulary, deliberately avoided give the poems a free o , li e every-
day collo uial speech that Robert Frost, the merican poet had described as the spo en 
rhythm’ in poetry  ( ). In fact she points out at the onset a special uality of ar ar’s poems 
due to hich I believe they yield easily to English translations. Dasgupta rites: 

In an intervie  ubodh had stressed that many of his poems ere anecdotal, but ust 
because they tell a story is no reason hy one should regard them as falling short 
of the poetic. fter all the story-poem since the beginning of the oral tradition and 
even during the early time of scripting and publishing, prioriti ed the telling of an 
anecdote, in a particular style, ith particular use of rhetoric and prosody. The epic 
poem tells a comple  story that has universal significance, the poems that do not have 
an epical scale ho ever can also have a significance that bridges the home and the 

orld, addressing the macro and the micro real politic , in a holistic and aesthetic 
crystalli ation of ideas and imagination ( - ).

It is this anecdotal uality of ar ar’s poems that yields them successfully to transla-
tion into English. In fact one of ar ar’s poems titled tory  translated by aydeep arangi 
spea s for itself here he ac no ledges the anecdotal nature of his poems thus the poem 
itself can be used to augment the argument further:

oung poets e claim: hy are you telling a story
ho has not ritten a story  Isn’t analata en’ a story

uch levels of ad ustment are not decent for a poet
I claim, stories are there, throughout our lives, stories ill be there ( ).

In his translator’s note arangi rites that most of his poems are collage of ideas ef-
fortlessly streaming from lived moments of creative eal . e reminded me the literary, 
social and political tradition of Pablo Neruda, Nicanor Parra, Roberto ola o and other 
leading hilean poets  ( ). Perhaps it is this Latin merican tradition of riting poetry 
that in uenced ar ar more than anything else and hich gave him the anecdotal uality of 
his verse riting. o, riting ithin the tradition of engali poetry but ith the in uence of 
literary traditions of far o  shores ar ar ma es a ind of poetry that is accessible and mean-
ingful not only in engali but e ually in its translations in other languages including Eng-
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lish. That is hy ar ar says in one of his poems that a poem is for everyone. arangi rites 
that the plan to translate ar ar’s poems came to him in one of their fre uent meetings in 

ol ata and he first selected fifty of ar ar’s poems from the volume Srestha Kavita for the 
purpose. e started follo ing a pattern and later some more ne  poems ere translated 
by him on ar ar’s suggestion. arangi also ac no ledges that some of the poems in the 
collection I found not easy for translation because of angla idioms hich are culture and 
language specific. I made drafts and then revised at least for three four times to remain faith-
ful to the te t  ( ). The reali ation for a translator that no translation is complete and final is 
crucial because poetry is about possibilities and that is hat arangi points out importantly.

If e analy e ubodh ar ar’s poetry then it is uite clear that his poetry can be clas-
sified into t o phases  the Malli a engupta phase and the socio-political phase. ubodh 

ar ar as a lover and the advent of ubodh ar ar and Malli a engupta in the engali 
poetry scene in the late s as nothing less than phenomenal. The ind of poetry he 

rote in this phase is distinctly di erent from the ind of poetry he rites no . bviously, 
hen e say this as a general statement e say this ith e ceptions. ubodh ar ar lost 

Malli a engupta after t enty-five years of marriage. Ta e a poem li e lind  translated 
by arangi:

If does a blind see
I can see.
If does a deaf hear
I can hear.
I open up the cas et of my life
I open up
I open up
&
I continue to unloc  t o loc s of your hair all my life ( ).

It is both anecdotal as ell as cryptic but the mystery is not in the language hich 
is easily accessible and not a code to be deciphered in terms of langue and parole. There is 
definitely transcendence from the narrative to the abstract but this abstraction is done at the 
level of thought itself ithout any use of cultural idiom or linguistic symbolism. It is this 
ease of conveying certain ethos of life at the level of thought that mar s ubodh ar ar’s 
poetry. It is not that he never uses symbolism. Ta e the poem omething appens  hich 
employs the symbolism of the boat, the cloud, the omb and others culturally significant 
ob ects but these symbols are not obtrusively used and do not become impediments to the 
understanding of the poem. If there is any comple ity in the poem it is at the level of thought 
itself. Let me uote the entire poem translated by aydeep arangi here:

hy do I feel strange hen I come near your body
hat happens

Li e lightning, cloud gathers, a boat comes of the omb of cloud
nd the boat starts descending on the earth.
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I moved out of your bode for several miles
Even then I feel li e something

hat happens
o  can I describe that, everything cannot be put in ords

Li e lightning, cloud gathers, a boat comes of the omb of cloud...
nd the boat starts descending on the earth ( ).

Even hen he is intensely personal he is not abstruse.  fe  lines from the poem 
Mourning and oneymoon  translated by arangi ill ma e it clear ho  ubodh ar ar’s 

poetry has a clarity of thought, simplicity in e pression and yet convey a depth that is essen-
tial for good poetry. e has mastered the art:

e, the father and the son have lost a river
e are unable to find a home

The room e ne  as itchen
Is no  a drop of tear  Papers that e thought as rubbish

re Life Insurance ( , ll. - ).

The uestion that may arise naturally is hether it is the translator ho is able to 
convey the thoughts in a simple manner hich as not so in the original tongue. o, a fe  
poems that are translated by other translators should also be ta en as e amples to prove the 
point.  Let us ta e a Fa rul lam translation from Route Map 25. This stan a from o  to 
be a Good ommunist  conveys in all its simplicity a satirical truth that can be understood 
in any language: 

Listen to birds sing  too many slogans
ave clogged your left ear

Lo er your Voice hen you sing 
ou can ma e sense even if you spea  softly.

Don’t orry about ta ing care of thousands of young men.
Time for you to ta e care of your o n young one  ( , ll. - ).

nother poem hich can be compared ith arangi’s translation is the one translated 
by apan hattopdhyay, lind , hich conveys much the same ithout losing the orig-
inal engali essence. It is very interesting reading the t o translations together because I 
believe the engali original has certain idioms peculiar to the language and ill not yield to 
translation easily. Perhaps the readers ill be the best udge but there is no complaining in 
having multiple versions of the same poem in translation: 

If a blind can see
so can I
If a deaf does hear

o do I
No  I am letting do n your hair.
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I’m letting it do n
ll my life ( ).

It is a great advantage for ubodh ar ar that most of his translators are themselves 
poets in their o n right and thus they have the poetic temperament and understanding. 

ar ar rites for the society and spea s for the people and raises issues of omen, censor-
ship, political callousness, and moc s the classes. e has a voice that is more attuned to the 
oral tradition than to being astute. ut that does not mean he is simplistic and matters only 
at the surface. These lines from the poem Mr. orro  translated by harmila Ray deliver 
a profound depth of e pression: 

t times a girl comes and stands in my room
hether she is a tree or a s y- oman I cannot understand

he sho s me a miniscule tablet and says:
eat it up, sorro  ill vanish ( , ll. - ).

No doubt, that ubodh ar ar is a poet ho e cels in reciting his poems and perhaps 
rites his poems ith that intention too. e is a uintessential scop, a typical oral poet ho 
ill leave the audience ondering ith hat he says. an u ta Dasgupta translates a very 

collo uial poem ey ou, hut p, aala  and it ends thus:

ur mother
Is not a mother

ur on
Is not a son

s if hen e die it ill not be called death ( , ll. - ).

ut the discussion on ar ar’s poems in English translation cannot be complete if e 
don’t ta e at least a fe  lines translated by ubodh ar ar himself. ere is the middle t o 
lines from the poem Not in My Name  hich becomes the pivot of the poem:

I ill never again be in Delhi to buy a  ne  shirt.
Delhi, my selam ( , ll. - ).

ne does not need any no ledge of languages or linguistics to feel the pathos in 
these t o lines.  poet is also someone ho reacts to the in ustices in society through his or 
her ords and that is hat ar ar is doing here. ubodh ar ar is a poet ho needs to be 
heard because he has a voice and for those ho cannot understand engali a translation of 
his or s into English as much needed. It is this necessity that produced this fine boo . 
This boo  ill help poets from around the orld e perience his poetry better  poetry of 
the common people and of a poet ho has the self-e acing temerity to say as translated by 

arangi:
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I used to orry about poetry earlier, not no
Let me say a big ord through my small mouth:

 poem should remain a poem at the end

I have realised, I am not a poet.
I am a coc roach ( Petty ords through a Petty Mouth , , ll. - ).
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